
Truth about Samuel and Presiyana
Intro 

The blog here is to show you who are Samuel(known as Pot) and Presiyana(known 
as Venus) from a game call Lords Mobile harass people in the game and in social 
medias. They changes Lords Mobile names a lot because they are deceitful. They 
also stalked previous members in their new guilds and hack their accounts. 

Samuel is the guild leader of FvK– HALL OF FAME and Venus (a R4 in the guild) 
assist him, they do plans only between them. They are lying manipulators that only 
do things for themselves, hacks people accounts, talk badly behind people back and 
tell lies about them. 

FvK – HALL OF FAME (old name DTp - DISTURB THE PEAC3), first guild name 
was BLS - Black Spartans.

They are now stalking me and old members in their new guilds and trying to hack our
accounts. They stalked us for more than 1 year. In the screenshot below, Samuel is 
TORTURE x and Presiyana (VENUS ALT).
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Truths about Samuel and Presiyana

If you don’t want to read about me, click on one of the links below.

Truth about Samuel

Truth about Presiyana

Hello, my name was Morsus and I was in BLS guild since the start of the first hive. I 
had helped a lot of members and sent out a lot of guides that the members thought I 
was the guild leader. 

In the beginning I was the highest might, I was defending the guild and even spent 
540000 guild coins to save Samuel's leader. Then Burning Pot allowed people to 
insult others members and me because they had higher might, I had stopped doing 
much in the guild. 

Samuel and Presiyana talked badly and spread lies about me

I grew tired of Samuel and Presiyana were talking behind my back and telling me 
bad things about other members. Not only that, they spread big lies about me when I
left. They can only talk behind people backs. Why don't they talk when I was in the 
guild? Because liars don't have proofs or valid arguments and can only talk shits 
when the person isn't here.

I also changed my name because Samuel is a stalker, he stalks every member that 
leave the guild with his alts.

Samuel demoted me and made me look like I was traitor 

He demoted me too many times and I asked him why, see below the conversation. 
Sent to is my replies and without it, is his replies. I was still in the guild and he start 
to insult me.

He changed his name to CANDIDIASIS, only him an idiot like him pick names like 
that. I asked him why he demoted me. 
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I had stopped only 1 task of recording number of times someone leader is being 
captured. Because nothing it down when it wasn't being used is a waste of time. I 
have a work in RL that takes lot of my time not like him. 

I gave my answers here and never talked about guild matters to anyone outside the 
guild. Talking about how Presiyana was manipulating others, is personal. He clearly 
doesn't have any valid reasons.
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Now he says I was talking to Seeb, I was only replying to Seeb insult when he was 
insulting me in K296. Samuel was insulting Seeb too and Presiyana was sharing 
secrets with Seeb to get info how to play the game.

The only progression in the guild was me who brought since its creation.  

Samuel confirmed that I have done more good in the guild here. 
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Now he starts to insult me like he did to others members that left too before.

Samuel is insulting me that I am kid and don't work. He doesn't even know what an 
ERP is, a Consulting company and the big 4 firms. He said he does payroll for 500 
employees, lies again. I design business system of multinational companies, even 
the smallest one has at least 3 people for that. I doubt he has any knowledge of 
accounting either. At 27, he still lies like a little kid, what a shame that guy is.
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He changes his name to GROW BALLS, thinking people are stupid and doesn't 
know that is him.  

Proof that he had GROW BALLS name, he is Rank 5 which means that he is the 
leader of the guild.
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Samuel is beyond retarded and stupid

Samuel(Burning Pot) doesn't know how to write "Villains" and call others stupid and 
that he is more intelligent, the iron, look below the name of the guild. Only guild 
leader can change the name of the guild. Other guilds looking at that will laugh at 
you. Do you think a leader that doesn't know how to write a word can lead you? He 
only makes alts to stalk people and fail all guild progressions.
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Pot names himself stupid names and think that affects others. Yeah he is that dumb, 
he named himself a guy’s penis!
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Things that I have done for the guild

1. Send multiple guides and tips about Lords Mobile.

First week I started the game, I already knew how to do War of Wonders. While 
learning I was sending multiple guides in the guild and was still doing so till now. I 
think I am the one that has sent most guides in the guild. The idea that I am working 
on now is how to make guild members get real money to buy packs, it's 99% 
completed. 

2. Defended the guild when I was the highest might in the guild and save Burning 
Pot leader multiple times.

3. I created our sister guild BLJ and was in charge of it, Circe was in it, she can 
confirm. I stopped looking after it when Pot demoted me from R4 to make some 
higher might feel good about his ego.

4. I was monitoring the guild members captured list and send a report each week.

5. It was me and Mex who thought of the small Hives formations. Here is the 
diagram that I had posted in Mod Chat. This is only 10% of the idea, I had more 
plans for the formation. Venus and Pot implemented it wrong to this day.
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6. Command defence and counter attack on a higher might guild. I had command the
defence and counter attack of the guild when we were being attack by a stronger 
guild before. Mex, Captain Chem, Joshua44, Arakor, SmoothAD and Circe were 
here. We save our members leaders under my command. Till the start of the guild, 
no one else did that. Mex talk about it here, look what he said about me.
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Conclusion

Samuel(Burning Pot) and Presiyana(Venus) are not doing anything for the guild 
members only for themselves. As you have seen, they can only lie and talk badly 
behind people back. If they could put these efforts in helping you guys.

Kingdom migration was a failed, they didn't know how to check how many migration 
scrolls needed even we all asked them in Mod Chat to tell us what they are doing. 
They don't say anything at all and fail miserably. Burning Pot has been playing this 
game for years, he doesn't even know that, I guess his stalking habits of other 
people is more important for him.

All hive formations are failures, Burning Pot and Venus failed all hive formation. 
Again, all R4s asked them what they are doing, they don't say anything and failed it 
all the time.

Guild Fest failed too, Venus delete all the quests for her to pick the ones she wants 
to be top the list. Another fool, get nothing for being top in the list. I have done a 
Guild Fest feasibility study on how to achieve the best, didn't share with them since I 
knew they would slander me in the future. 

The guild is in regression, no improvements at all and there are a lot of things that 
you should have learned before kingdom opened. Burning Pot is a bad leader, his 
goal is to get the guild might high then sell it.

In K296, my alts were in sister guilds of the main guilds, it was thousands of times 
better what H0V is right now. Here you don't learn anything and leader is an idiot that
stalks women and do shits ideas.

This blog is to make you guild members open your eyes. Don't believe me, check the
next months, no progress at all and will stay the same. 
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Truth about Presiyana
Intro
Presiyana info: 

 In-game names are H I K A R I, AlphaCentaur, MONTEZUMA, Venus
 Real name Presiyana Varbanova 
 Real Life location - Pirdop or Sofia, Bulgaria

First time I talked to her was in April 2018, I was a R4 and she was new. I needed 
someone to assist me with tasks and monitoring, I told Pot to make her a R4 
secretary for her to be able to do her tasks. Presiyana ask guys for their photos and 
talk sex with them then accused them of sexual harassment.

I had befriended Presiyana because I thought she was intelligent and open-minded 
person that acted with logic and humility. 

I don't date women online, it's stupid and most are liars. Presiyana has been 
spreading lies that I wanted to date her, I didn't even ask her for her Facebook. 
You want to date a girl, do it in RL and in your country. 

We were only friends in-game then I added her on Whatsapp, she got closed to me 
and told me personal things. I had some doubts that someone would get this closed 
fast isn't up to any good but I listen to my conscience to give her a chance.

After 2-3 months in June/July, her attitude changed and she acted like someone 
else. She was nice and understanding between April to June, then her attitude 
change, she was cold, tried to dig info from me and a total bitch. All her answers 
were like she was bitching and didn't care as long her whims were done. I confronted
her why she had manipulated me, she blocked me on Whatsapp. That why in these 
chats her pic isn't shown any more as I took the screens after.

I suspected she got closed to me to learn things and to get closed to Pot so she can 
feel like a leader. She is ambitious and manipulative, she doesn't care playing with 
people to achieve her goals. Now having Pot full trust, she didn't need to pretend be 
nice any more. After Presiyana blocked me I investigated and found out that she was
telling lies behind my back and sharing our Whatsapp screen to some guys and 
making lies that I was harassing her.

Presiyana was telling secrets to enemies in K296 like Seeeb from 0fk and AAJ guys. 
She is tramped, flirt even with enemies’ guys. She changed her name on Wegamers 
from Ayumina to a random name and deleted her friend list which had Seeeb and 
AAJ guys. Why would she do that? When you block someone, they can't message 
you.

Presiyana is liar, manipulator and selfish person. These screens below are proofs 
that she is a liar and like to talk badly about guild members behind theirs backs. I'm 
sharing the screens because Venus did it first with some guys in the guild. I'm only 
showing you all the truth. 
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Presiyana befriended me and get closed to me

Normally I wouldn't show the personal screens but only the screens where she talks 
about Pot and the guild members. But since she is telling lies that I harassed her and
asked her things that she didn't want, it leaves me no choice to show the context. 
Venus said that I was a dear friend. I have taken this screen before she blocked me 
that why her picture still shows. I knew it would help me in the future. Green 
background text is me and white background text is Presiyana.
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Presiyana said that she is always honest, a big lie. An honest person would never 
talk badly about their friends behind their backs, tell serious lies and share screens.
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Presiyana said she would give me a gift from the heart for my birthday. Again, 
someone you just met, she said that. She did it to manipulate me and I felt for it.
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Asked Presiyana personal questions and her answers

Presiyana told a lot of people that I asked inappropriate questions, she was annoyed
by them and that why she blocked me. Bunch of lies, I asked her these questions 
April-June; she blocked me in July for another reason that I will explain later.

I asked her that question on 16th May 2018. Calculate how long that was and she 
blocked me on 13th July 2018 which shows why later.
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Here (same screens as above without the date) I asked her a personal question 
about her virginity to see how open minded she was because she was pretending to 
be too closed to me. Presiyana seems to react fine in those screens. 
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Presiyana here told me to talk whatever I want to and that she understands me. She 
even said it is normal to be curious about it. Now she goes around tell people I asked
her inappropriate things.
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Presiyana told me that her sex fantasies were to do gangbangs, sex with 
horses/animals and she puts sticks in her kitten holes. She is fucked up, she abused 
animals. I doubt she is a virgin like some people doubt too. She pretends to be 
introvert but talks with 10+ guys at the same time, request their pics and talk badly 
about each other. 

Presiyana tell lies about inappropriate question about the bra size joke as birthday 
gift. It was only a joke, she talked about her virginity, masturbation, her period and 
even said my adults’ jokes are fine. But since I told Pot about how she was 
manipulating guild members and tell lies around them. She spreads lies that I was 
harassing her.
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Presiyana even said "lmao" meaning Laughing My Ass Out", that is laughing a lot 
more than LOL. She didn't show you guys that, she hid the part where she was 
laughing. Shows how much of a lying manipulator she is.
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Presiyana asked Zippy for dick pictures

Below Zippy told me that Presiyana asked him about his dick’s pictures. Some 
people told that Venus asked them for personal pictures, I won’t be surprised she 
asked a lot of guys for their penis pictures as Zippy told me below. V stand for 
Venus(Presiyana) and D for Dick.

Presiyana talked badly about other guild members and people

Presiyana talks badly about everyone in the guild, she is a coward that can tell 
people what she really thinks. Below are some examples, I'm sure there are a lot 
more of her talking bad with the other guys she talks with.
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Presiyana talked badly about Circe

Circe is a good girl, Presiyana talked badly about her, what a shame. If Presiyana 
has a problem with Circe, talk to her not to talk badly about her behind her back to 
multiple guys.

Circe wasn't responding to one of my mail, I asked Presiyana a simple question. 
Look how long she types when she talks about people. When I talked games with 
her, she didn't type that much.  
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Circe was doing a supply quest for Guild Fest, who else other than bank can supply 
that amount? Presiyana always supply to her alts and Pot. Another member, she 
doesn't help. Pot never send resources to the bank by the way. Bag resources 
should be last resort, Circe sent resources to the bank and Presiyana steal all of it 
for her and Pot.
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Presiyana says Circe joined team of idiots. Again, I was talking about people not 
joining DN, she is talking badly about Circe. 
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Presiyana laughing at Circe and Za Hunter. 
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Presiyana judging people and again talk badly about Circe. I think she is jealous of 
other people that are more intelligent than her. That why she talked badly about 
Circe and me a lot. 
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Presiyana talked badly about Boopsi

Presiyana main hobby seems like talking about people behind their backs and 
spread lies about them.

She talked bad about Boopsi too, saying she isn't smart and she is bad. 
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Presiyana stalked women and laugh at them

Presiyana went on download pictures of women from enemies’ guilds on Wegamers 
in K296 and laugh about them. Presiyana, she isn't beautiful or hot, she is laughing 
at other women appearances. She laughs at guys appearance too.

Presiyana stalked women from K296 and talks badly about them. She shared me 
Ginnette pics and some other women. See her conversations are mostly insulting 
people behind their backs.
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Presiyana said she stalks more women from Wegamers. 
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Presiyana said that she does that to know who she is dealing with. Nice lie, she said 
they looks bad. Sinner had removed her RL pic because her dad died recently and 
Presiyana is blaming her for removing her pic. Presiyana doesn't care Sinner had 
lost her dad and was more fun for her to laugh at her looks. 
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Presiyana talked badly about Muslim guys

Presiyana says Muslim guys never seen women in their life that why they are after 
all women. She never mentioned certain guy, she said Muslim societies.
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Presiyana says Muslims refugees are rapists. She says Arab guys get horny seeing 
women with no sleeves, what kind of bigot is she? Presiyana is a racist, all the chat 
here she said that. She supports only Slav(Russian/German) white people.
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Presiyana talked badly about Hunter 

Presiyana said Burning Pot talked badly about Hunter behind his back but she talked
badly about Hunter who was in our guild and a good friend of her. She shared a lot 
chats and RL pics of other guys to me to laugh at them. It was too time consuming 
looking for all that.
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Presiyana talks about Burning Pot

Presiyana talked a lot about Pot how he is stupid and all his ideas are shits. She said
he doesn't know shit here. More screens in Burning Pot section.
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The reason Presiyana blocked me

Presiyana blocked me because I was confronting her, she was friend with me only to
manipulate and control me. Not only her behaviour changed towards me, she was 
ordering me to do things like she possessed me. A kid of 20-year-old tried to tell me, 
a guy of 33 years old orders. Never once I ordered her to do something.

Presiyana here said I don't do anything in the guild and that I just watched. 
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I have saved Pot and guild members leaders multiple times when I was highest 
might in the guild. How many times did she saved guild members leader or Pot? 
Zero, she can only attack weak players.
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Arakor was pissed at Pot for demoting him and was talking badly in guild chat. I 
talked to him and thought he was insulting me. When I figured out it was a 
misunderstanding, I told Arakor sorry. I had Fake and Feryn insulting me too 
because Pot said to enforce leader capture rules. Pot insulted Arakor badly, I asked 
Presiyana why she didn't tell Pot anything but me. She can't answer, she is a coward
that can only talk behind people back.
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On the 13th July 2018. I told her some people have ego and need to discuss with 
them not let them rant in guild chat.  
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I asked Presiyana why she always tell me stand down when people are insulting me 
in-game and my real life. She blocked me after that, the grey tick showed she didn't 
read. Even if I have a good work, I don't show off. It people that call me kid and shits 
then they cried when I told them what I have achieved. 
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Presiyana makes clans in the guild

Presiyana befriends guys mostly and fool or entice them by being nice and friendly to
make them defend her. I guess is a tramp that like have guys around her as her 
lackeys.

Presiyana never achieved anything in her life, she tells that people are dumb and 
she thinks she is smart. She is studying useless languages and language are easy. 
Here she said that in the guild there is smart vs dumb people. She reads theory on 
internet and think she knows people. 
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Presiyana hacks people Facebooks and emails

Presiyana accessed one of my lawyer’s investigator Facebook account with a 
Philippines proxy (meaning pretending to be from the country) and terminate his 
account. We have her traced showing it’s her and the account was being monitored. 
This is a criminal offense to do that. 

She also tried to access the person email account, we think she stalks all the 
persons that sharing theirs Facebooks and emails with her. Be careful.

Below is a screenshot of her gloating that she hacked an account.
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Proof that the screens are real

Presiyana has shared a lot of screens from her chats with Pot with me and shared 
RL pic of Hunter too. Where would I get those if it wasn't true? She shared RL pics of
people and download them. In the screens, I showed you she downloaded women 
pictures on Wegamers and shared them around. She shares everyone pictures.

Presiyana full name is Presiyana Varbanova and here are her pics. Since she 
shared my RL pics and other guys pics behind their back. She has shared over 10 
people RL pics without their authorisation. You can see hers too.

Her real-life pic on Whatsapp.

Her real life pic that was on previous Wegamers account called Ayumina, now called
Flytrap.
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I have tried to solve this peacefully by asking her to talk and stop her slanders. She 
ignored me, continue to spread lies and share the real pics that I gave her. Someone
told me that and showed me her pics below. Watch that trash, she can only spread 
lies and people pictures. I thank that person for warning me and give me those. 
These are public pics on her Facebook, search for “Пресияна Върбанова” on 
Facebook.
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She is a wannabe Japanese, a lying and deceitful bitch like here could never be like 
them.
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Conclusion

Presiyana Varbanova is a lying manipulating bitch, she played me trying to be close 
friends and shared all our chats and pics to other guys. She only talks to guys 
privately and share their chats with each other, look like a whore that like to entice 
guys to me. Why would a girl share RL pics and personal chats with other guys?

She said everyone in the guild is stupid, she thinks she is the most intelligent person.
She manipulates people psychologically to fool them and use them.

Presiyana(Venus) pretends to be helpful and good, she isn't. I have known her for 4 
months, that a facade. In reality she is selfish, jealous, spiteful, huge bitch, small 
minded and narcissist. 

Be advised she steals real life photos of people and make fake account of them to 
stalk players and other people.

I advised you guys and girls not to share your pics or personal info, she will tell other 
people and laugh about you and spreads lies.
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Truth about Samuel
Intro
Samuel Info:

 Lords Mobile names Burning Pot, Yolo, Malone
 Real name: Samuel Wise (last name probably fake).
 Location: Accra, Ghana

Samuel(leader of the guild) is a big liar and manipulator, he pretends to be friendly 
to people but talk badly about them behind their backs. He said he works for 3 
companies but he doesn't work at all. He has 3 guilds that he makes to grow and sell
them later for money. He makes a lot of Lords Mobile accounts to sell them or 
spy/stalk on other guilds. 

He never defend any of his guild, he only talk shits, hide and stalk people on social 
media's and in Lords Mobile.

Samuel Give Permission to make this blog
Below Samuel gives his permission to make the blog and Reddit about them and the
guild. 
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Informed Samuel about Presiyana

I started to inform Samuel(Burning Pot) about Presiyana when I found out she had 
manipulated me and she shared secrets with Seeb and AAJ in K296. Look below 
what we talked about.

Note that the screenshots backgrounds have 2 themes, I took some screenshots 
recently with the default theme and some with the Lords Mobile theme before.

I have done an investigation of the bank since a lot of members were sending 
resources and most were requesting any. I gave Samuel below an estimated 
example how much resources can make in 1 week. The bank should have 500 
million of resources and doesn't tell the members to get them back. 
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Here is a screen of the gold that the bank has 398 million, should the same amount 
for other resources. She has all these resources and don't give the guild to grow. 
Presiyana kept only for her and Samuel.
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Samuel informed Presiyana what accusations I had against her, she refused to do 3-
way conversation to discuss about it. I don't like to take behind people back, I 
requested that we all talk at the same time. Only liars and manipulators talk behind 
people back.
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I told him that she is probably manipulating Titties now.
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Samuel asked if I was in the plan of Presiyana to get most guys on her side. I don't 
have time this crap, that childish and stupid to make clans.
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I informed Samuel that I never hide my opinions from him, I had always told him 
what I think of his decisions. The green dots left of the text mean he read what I had 
told him even he didn't reply.
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I told Samuel if Presiyana(Venus) has a lot of free time to talk badly and lies behind 
guild members back, she can use that time to do productive things for the guild. I 
never mention to kick her in any of my chat.
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He replied the part where I said I defended him in Mod Chat when Gosu and Unique 
tried to take over the guild saying he isn't a good leader and Presiyana should be 
leader. Presiyana was happy about it and was for it. She changed her mind when 
Unique insulted her. Samuel also confirmed I did defended him.
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Even Samuel(Pot) agreed that Presiyana(Venus) refusal to do the 3-way chat is that 
she is lying. I told Samuel that for things to work in the guild, we should discuss 
about it all. Presiyana never did the 3-way chat, blocked me and continue to tell lies 
behind my back and fill Samuel head with shits.
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Truth about Samuel

Before we had a R4 meeting in Mod Chat about people not saving their leader. I 
asked Samuel(Burning Pot) if I could kick and burn someone that is near my hive to 
teach him a lesson. He agreed here and in Mod Chat, he said he was against it. 
Samuel tells lies too, I have seen that when Arakor had talked to him about removing
people that don't do Guild Fests. He had given him approval and in guild chat said he
hasn't.

Below I asked him if I could do that, he said he agree. 
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He insulted me after I left, shows the screens above are real.
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Samuel insults most people that left the guild, here Presiyana told me he does that to
everyone that leaves. If you have him on Facebook and you leave the guild, he will 
stalk you.
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Samuel(Pot) insulted a player named “Cold", a member that was here when the guild
first started.
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Presiyana says Samuel(Pot) shouldn’t treat Cold like this, someone he called friend 
in the screen below. She is a hypocrite liar, she called me a dear friend and Hunter 
and good friend. She talked badly and tell lies about us behind our backs.
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Samuel(Pot) talked shit about Rage behind his back, again Presiyana(Venus) 
showed me.
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Samuel(Pot) talk badly about Hunter behind his back. Presiyana said that Pot lies to 
Hunter about doing things then private message her that Hunter doesn't know shit.
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Samuel(Pot) also doesn't send any resources to bank and request a lot of resources 
from the bank. I asked if Surgeonx was Pot’s alt, Presiyana said that Surgeonx send 
millions of resources and if Pot had that much he would send to himself. Here what 
Presiyana said to me.
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Samuel(Pot) make alts in enemies’ guilds to spy them and tell those info to strong 
guilds to be alliance with them. In K296, he was spying 0fk, FA and the others and 
tell the Chinese. Presiyana here said that Pot bring enemies to the guild to give them
resources from the bank.
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Samuel hits on every girls in the guild and harassed them

Presiyana(Venus), Moon and some other girls told me Samuel(Pot) hits on them and
harassed them. I don't get it why he does that, he won't even meet them in real life. 
He is from Ghana in Africa. He tries to add all girls on Facebook and requests their 
pictures.

Pot hit on Presiyana the first time she joined the guild, here what she told me. He 
told Presiyana he wants to marry her and send her multiples kisses and shits that 
she doesn't like.
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Samuel(Pot) had asked me to asked Circe if she was a girl and how old she is. I 
have been in sister guild with Circe for a month, never asked her anything personal. I
told Pot to move her in main guild since sister guild wasn't much active. He wanted 
to know if she was a girl.
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There was a girl in our guild call Moon, she left and Samuel(Burning Pot) stalked and
harassed her in her guild. He made an alt and stalked her there. He even insulted 
her badly as show in these screens. Moon had showed all R4s these screens, 
nobody said anything. 
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Samuel(Burning Pot) went to harass another woman call Marceline in RKQ guild (I 
didn't take any screens at that time) and in another kingdom guild. Some from her 
guild message me ingame to ask me about her, here what Pot said. He went on to 
stalk her from K296 to her actual kingdom. 
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Presiyana told me that Samuel(Pot) only give high ranks to high might players and 
fool them to spend money when he hasn't spent anything at all on his 10+ accounts.
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Samuel racists towards other races
Samue(Pot) insults the Indian person below that he is a cleaner and an immigrant.
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Zoophilia Tendency
In the post below in this Facebook, he shared that he likes a dog stuck in a chicken. He 
watches other animal sex stuffs too, he once said he wants to do a cow or a pig.

Link of the video - https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=205043800120504
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Impersonating other people
Samuel(Pot) pretends to be men and women from other Countries, He downloads 
random pictures of people on Facebook and pretend to be them.

Below are two examples of people he pretends to be. If you know these persons, 
please warn them. Impersonating real life people is a serious crime.

He pretends to be this Indian guy below.

He pretends to be this woman below.
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Conclusion

His real-life name is Samuel Wise and is from Ghana and a scammer. He tries to 
steal people money and does frauds on money transactions and shopping websites. 
Below is his pic, warn your friends and families about him.

His facebook is https://www.facebook.com/adom.wisdomsamuel

Samuel(Burning Pot) is a stalker lying manipulator. He always tells lies, stalks people
and do manipulation schemes. Never trusts anything that he says without facts or 
proofs. He is stalking me in my new guild with his alt, he does that to everyone that 
leave.

He doesn’t do anything in the guild other than flirting and use people. He spends 
most of his time on his alts stalking people and insulting them. Beware of him, don’t 
tell him personal info or add him on social media's.
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